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CAMBRIDGE

CORNWALL
See WALES.

EDINBURGH
His Royal Highness the Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh.
GLOUCESTER

KENT
His Royal Highness Prince Edward George Nicholas Paul Patrick Duke of Kent.

ROTHESAY
See WALES.

WALES
His Royal Highness the Prince Charles Philip Arthur George Prince of Wales (also styled Duke of Cornwall and Duke of Rothesay).

WESSEX
His Royal Highness the Prince Edward Antony Richard Louis Earl of Wessex.

YORK
His Royal Highness the Prince Andrew Albert Christian Edward Duke of York.

ABERCORN

ABERDARE
ABERDEEN AND TEMAIR

ABERGAVENNY

ABINGER

ADAMS OF CRAIGIELEA

ADDINGTON

ADDISON

ADEBOWALE

ADONIS
AFSHAR


AHMAD OF WIMBLEDON


AHMED


AILESBOURGH


AILSA


AIRLIE


ALANBROOKE


ALBEMARLE

ALDENHAM

ALDERDICE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Thomas Lord Alderdice. Surname: Alderdice.

ALDINGTON
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Charles Harold Stuart Lord Aldington. Surname: Low.

ALEXANDER OF TUNIS

ALLAN OF HALLAM
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Richard Beecroft Lord Allan of Hallam. Surname: Allan.

ALLEN OF KENSINGTON

ALLI

ALLIANCE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Lord Alliance. Surname: Alliance.
ALTMANN

ALTON OF LIVERPOOL
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Patrick Paul Lord Alton of Liverpool. Surname: Alton.

ALVINGHAM

AMOS

AMPTHILL

AMWELL

ANDERSON OF SWANSEA
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Donald Lord Anderson of Swansea. Surname: Anderson.

ANDREWS
ANELAY OF ST JOHNS
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Joyce Anne Baroness Anelay of St Johns. Surname: Anelay.

ANNALY

ANNANDALE AND HARTFELL

ANNESLEY

ANTRIM

ARBUTHNOT OF EDROM

ARBUTHNOTT

ARCHER OF WESTON-SUPER-MARE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jeffrey Howard Lord Archer of Weston-Super-Mare. Surname: Archer.
ARLINGTON


ARMSTRONG OF HILL TOP


ARMSTRONG OF ILMINSTER


ARRAN

See SUDLEY.

ASHBOURNE


ASHBURTON

Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Francis Harcourt Lord Ashburton. Surname: Baring.

ASHCOMBE


ASHCROFT

ASHDOWN OF NORTON-SUB-HAMDON

ASHTON OF HYDE

ASHTON OF UPHOLLAND
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Catherine Margaret Baroness Ashton of Upholland. Surname: Ashton.

ASTOR

ASTOR OF HEVER

ATTLEE

AVEBURY
AYLESFORD

AYLMER

BACH

BADEN-POWELL

BAGRI

BAILLIEU

BAKER OF DORKING

BAKEWELL
BAKEWELL OF HARDINGTON MANDEVILLE

BALDWIN OF BEWDLEY

BALFE

BALFOUR

BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH

BAMFORD

BANBURY OF SOUTHAM

BARBER OF TEWKESBURY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Derek Coates Lord Barber of Tewkesbury. Surname: Barber.
BARKER

BARKER OF BATTLE

BARNARD

BASSAM OF BRIGHTON
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Steven Lord Bassam of Brighton. Surname: Bassam.

BATES

BATH

BATHURST

BEARSTED
BEAUFORT
Surname: Somerset.

BEAVERBROOK

BEDFORD

BEECHAM
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jeremy Hugh Lord Beecham. Surname: Beecham.

BEITH

BELHAVEN AND STENTON

BELL

BELLEW
BELMORE

BELPER

BENJAMIN

BERKELEY

BERKELEY OF KNIGHTON

BERNERS

BERRIDGE

BERTIN
**BEST**

**BETHELL**

**BEW**

**BHATIA**

**BHATTACHARYYA**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Sushantha Kumar Lord Bhattacharyya. Surname: Bhattacharyya.

**BICHARD**

**BIDDULPH**

**BILIMORIA**
BILLINGHAM

BIRD

BIRKETT

BIRT

BLACK OF BRENTWOOD

BLACK OF CROSSHARBOUR

BLACKSTONE

BLACKWELL
BLAIR OF BOUGHTON

BLAKENHAM

BLEDISLOE

BLENCATHRA

BLOOD

BLOOMFIELD OF HINTON WALDRIST

BLUNKETT
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Lord Blunkett. Surname: Blunkett.

BLYTH OF ROWINGTON
BOATENG

BOLTON

BONHAM-CARTER OF YARNBURY

BOothROYD

BORTHWICK

BORwick

BOSTON

Boswell of AynHo
BOTTOMLEY OF NETTLESTONE

BOURNE OF ABERYSTWYTH

BOWLES OF BERKHAMSTED
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Sharon Margaret Baroness Bowles of Berkhamsted. Surname: Bowles.

BOWNESS
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Peter Spencer Lord Bowness. Surname: Bowness.

BOYCE

BOYD OF DUNCANSBY

BOYD OF MERTON

BOYD
BOYNE

See BRANCEPETH.

BRABAZON OF TARA


BRADBURY


BRADFORD


BRADLEY


BRADSHAW


BRADY


BRAGG

BRAIN

BRAMALL

BRANCEPETH

BRAYBROOKE

BRAYE

BRENNAN

BRENTFORD

BRIDGEMAN
BRIDGES
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom (hereditary peer among the 92 sitting in the House of Lords under the House of Lords Act 1999): Thomas Edward Lord Bridges. Surname: Bridges.

BRIDGES OF HEADLEY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James George Robert Lord Bridges of Headley. Surname: Bridges.

BRIDPORT

BRIGGS

BRISTOL

BROADBRIDGE

BROCKET

BRODRICK
BROERS

BROOKE AND WARWICK

BROOKE OF ALVERTHORPE

BROOKE OF SUTTON MANDEVILLE

BROOKEBOROUGH

BROOKMAN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Keith Lord Brookman. Surname: Brookman.

BROOKS OF TREMORFA

BROUGHAM AND VAUX
BROWN OF EATON-UNDER-HEYWOOD

BROWN OF CAMBRIDGE

BROWNE OF BELMONT

BROWNE OF LADYTON

BROWNE OF MADINGLEY

BROWNE-WILKINSON

BROWNING

BROWNLOW
BRUCE OF BENNACHIE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Malcolm Gray Lord Bruce of Bennachie. Surname: Bruce.

BRUNTISFIELD

BUCCLEUCH AND QUEENSBERRY

BUCHAN

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

BURGH

BURNETT
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Patrick Aubone Lord Burnett. Surname: Burnett.

BURNHAM
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom (hereditary peer among the 92 sitting in the House of Lords under the House of Lords Act 1999): Harry Frederick Alan Lord Burnham. Surname: Lawson.
BURNS

BURT OF SOLIHULL

BUSCOMBE

BUTE

BUTLER OF BROCKWELL

BUTLER OF MOUNT JULIET

BUTLER-SLOSS

BYFORD
BYRON

CADMAN

CADOGAN

CAINE

CAIRNS

CAITHNESS

CALEDON

CALLANAN
CALVERLEY


CAMDEN


CAMERON OF DILLINGTON


CAMERON OF LOCHBROOM


CAMOYS


CAMPBELL OF LOUGHBOROUGH

Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Susan Catherine Baroness Campbell of Loughborough. Surname: Campbell.

CAMPBELL OF PITTIENWEEM


CAMPBELL OF SURBITON

Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jane Susan Baroness Campbell of Surbiton. Surname: Campbell.
CAMPBELL-SAVOURS

CAMROSE

CARBERY
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of Ireland: Michael Peter Lord Carbery. Surname: Evans-Freke.

CAREW
Hereditary Baron in the Peerages of Ireland and of the United Kingdom: Patrick Thomas Lord Carew. Surname: Conolly-Carew.

CAREY OF CLIFTON
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: George Leonard Lord Carey of Clifton. Surname: Carey.

CARLILE OF BERRIEW

CARLISLE

CARRICK
See BUTLER OF MOUNT JULIET.
CARRINGTON

CARRINGTON OF FULHAM

CARSWELL

CARTER OF BARNES

CARTER OF COLES

CASHMAN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Michael Maurice Lord Cashman. Surname: Cashman.

CASTLE STEWART

CATHCART
CATTO

CAVENDISH OF FURNESS

CAVENDISH OF LITTLE VENICE

CAWDOR

CAWLEY
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Francis Lord Cawley. Surname: Cawley.

CHADLINGTON
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Peter Selwyn Lord Chadlington. Surname: Gummer.

CHAKRABARTI

CHALFONT
CHALKER OF WALLASEY

CHANDOS

CHAWORTH

CHETWODE

CHETWYND
Hereditary Viscount in the Peerage of Ireland: Adam Douglas Viscount Chetwynd (also on the Roll in the hereditary title of Baron Rathdowne in the Peerage of Ireland). Surname: Chetwynd.

CHICHESTER

CHIDGEY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David William George Lord Chidgey. Surname: Chidgey.

CHILSTON
CHISHOLM OF OWLPEN

CHOLMONDELEY

CHORLEY

CHRISTOPHER

CHURSTON
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Francis Lord Churston. Surname: Yarde-Buller.

CLANCARTY

CLANWILLIAM
CLARENDON

CLARK OF CALTON

CLARK OF WINDERMERE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David George Lord Clark of Windermere. Surname: Clark.

CLARKE OF HAMPSTEAD

CLARKE OF STONE-CUM-EBONY

CLEMENT-JONES

CLIFFORD OF CHUDLEIGH

CLIFTON
CLINTON

CLINTON-DAVIS
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Stanley Clinton Lord Clinton-Davis. Surname: Clinton-Davis.

CLITHEROE

CLWYD
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Murray Lord Clwyd. Surname: Roberts.

CLYDESMUIR

COBBOLD

COBHAM

COCHRANE OF CULTS
COE

COHEN OF PIMLICO

COLERAINE

COLERIDGE

COLGRAIN

COLLINS OF HIGHBURY

COLLINS OF MAPESBURY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Lawrence Antony Lord Collins of Mapesbury. Surname: Collins.

COLVILLE OF CULROSS
COLWYN

COLYTON

COMBERMERE

CONDON

COOPER OF WINDRUSH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Andrew Timothy Lord Cooper of Windrush. Surname: Cooper.

COPE OF BERKELEY

CORK AND ORRERY
See BOYLE.

CORMACK
CORSTON

COTTENHAM

COTTER

COTTESLOE

COURTOWN
See SALTERSFORD.

COUSSINS
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jean Elizabeth Baroness Coussins. Surname: Coussins.

COUTTIE
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Philippa Marion Baroness Couttie. Surname: Couttie.

COWDRAY
COWLEY

COX
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Caroline Anne Baroness Cox. Surname: Cox.

CRAIG OF RADLEY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Brownrigg Lord Craig of Radley. Surname: Craig.

CRAIGAVON

CRAIGMYLE

CRANBROOK

CRANWORTH

CRATHORNE
CRAWFORD AND BALCARRES

CRAWLEY
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christine Mary Baroness Crawley. Surname: Crawley.

CRAWSHAW

CRICKHOWELL

CROMARTIE

CROMER

CROMWELL

CROOK
CULLEN OF WHITEKIRK

CUMBERLEGE
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Julia Frances Baroness Cumberlege. Surname: Cumberlege.

CUNLIFFE

CUNNINGHAM OF FELLING
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Anderson Lord Cunningham of Felling. Surname: Cunningham.

CURRIE OF MARYLEBONE

CURRY OF KIRKCHARLE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Donald Thomas Younger Lord Curry of Kirkcharle. Surname: Curry.

DACRE

DANNATT
DARCY DE KNAYTH

DARESBURY

DARLING

DARLING OF ROULANISH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Alistair MacLean Lord Darling of Roulanish. Surname: Darling.

DARNLEY
See CLIFTON.

DARTMOUTH

DARZI OF DENHAM

DAVENTRY
DAVIDSON

DAVIES
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Lord Davies. Surname: Davies.

DAVIES OF ABERSOCH

DAVIES OF COITY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Garfield Lord Davies of Coity. Surname: Davies.

DAVIES OF OLDHAM

DAVIES OF STAMFORD
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Quentin Lord Davies of Stamford. Surname: Davies.

DE FREYNE

DE LA WARR
DE L'ISLE

DE MAULEY

DE RAMSEY

DE SAUMAREZ

DE VESCI

DEAN OF THORNTON-LE-FYLDE

DEAR
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Geoffrey James Lord Dear. Surname: Dear.

DEBEN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Selwyn Lord Deben. Surname: Gummer.
**DEECH**

**DEIGHTON**

**DENBIGH**

**DENHAM**

**DERBY**

**DERWENT**

**DESAI**

**DEVON**
DEVONPORT

DEVONSHIRE

DHOLAKIA

DICKINSON

DIGBY

DILHORNE

DILLON

DIXON
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Donald Lord Dixon. Surname: Dixon.
**DIXON-SMITH**

**DOBBS**

**DONAGHY**
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Rita Margaret Baroness Donaghy. Surname: Donaghy.

**DONOUGHMORE**
*See HUTCHINSON.*

**DONOUGHUE**

**DOOCEY**

**DORMER**

**DOUGLAS**
**DOWDING**


**DRAKE**

Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jean Lesley Patricia Baroness Drake. Surname: Drake.

**DRAYSON**


**DROGHEDA**

*See MOORE.*

**D'SOUZA**


**DUBS**


**DUDLEY**


**DUDLEY**

DULVERTON

DUNALLEY

DUNBOYNE

DUNDEE

DUNDONALD

DUNLEATH

DUNLOP

DUNMORE
DUNN

DUNNING

DURHAM

DYKES

EAMES

EATON

EATWELL

EBURY
ECCLES

ECCLES OF MOULTON
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Diana Catherine Baroness Eccles of Moulton. Surname: Eccles.

EDEN OF WINTON

EDMISTON

EFFINGHAM

EGLINTON

ELDER

ELDON
ELGIN AND KIN CARDINE

ELIBANK

ELIS-THOMAS

ELTON

ELYSTAN-MORGAN

EMERTON

EMPEY

ENNISKILLEN
See GRINSTEAD.
ERNE
See FERMANAGH.

ERROLL

ETTRICK
See NAPIER AND ETTRICK.

EVANS OF BOWES PARK

EVANS OF PARKSIDE

EVANS OF WATFORD

EVANS OF WEARDALE

EXETER
EXMOUTH

FAIRFAX OF CAMERON

FAIRHAVEN

FALCONER OF THOROTON

FALKENDER

FALKLAND

FALKNER OF MARGRAVINE

FALL
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Catherine Susan Baroness Fall. Surname: Fall.
FALMOUTH

FARINGDON

FARMER

FARNHAM

FARRINGTON OF RIBBLETON

FAULKNER OF WORCESTER

FAULKS

FEARN
FEATHERSTONE

FELDMAN

FELDMAN OF ELSTREE

FELLOWES

FELLOWES OF WEST STAFFORD

FERMANAGH

FERRERS

FIFE
FILKIN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Geoffrey Nigel Lord Filkin. Surname: Filkin.

FINK
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Stanley Lord Fink. Surname: Fink.

FINKELSTEIN

FINLAY OF LLANDAFF

FINN
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Simone Jari Baroness Finn. Surname: Finn.

FISHER

FLATHER

FLIGHT
FOLEY

FOOKES

FORD

FORRES

FORSYTH OF DRUMLEAN

FORTESCUE

FORTEVIOT

FOSTER OF BATH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Donald Michael Ellison Lord Foster of Bath. Surname: Foster.
FOSTER OF BISHOP AUCKLAND
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Derek Lord Foster of Bishop Auckland. Surname: Foster.

FOSTER OF THAMES BANK

FOULKES OF CUMNOCK
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: George Lord Foulkes of Cumnock. Surname: Foulkes.

FOWLER

FOX
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Francis Lord Fox. Surname: Fox.

FOXFORD

FRAMLINGHAM

FRASER OF CORRIEGARTH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Alexander Andrew Macdonell Lord Fraser of Corriegarth. Surname: Fraser.
FREEMAN

FREUD

FREYBERG

FRITCHIE

GADHIA
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jitesh Kishorekumar Lord Gadhia. Surname: Gadhia.

GAGE

GAINFORD
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: George Lord Gainford. Surname: Pease.

GAINSBOROUGH
**GALE**

**GALLOWAY**

**GALWAY**

**GARDEN OF FROGNAL**

**GARDINER OF KIMBLE**

**GARDNER OF PARKES**

**GAREL-JONES**

**GARVAGH**
GEDDES

GERARD

GERMAN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Michael James Lord German. Surname: German.

GIBSON OF MARKET RASEN

GIDDENS

GIFFORD

GILBERT OF PANTEG

GISBOROUGH
GLADWYN

GLANUSK
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Russell Lord Glanusk. Surname: Bailey.

GLASGOW

GLENARTHUR

GLENCONNER

GLENDONBROOK

GLENDYNE

GLENTORAN
GODDARD OF STOCKPORT
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Lord Goddard of Stockport. Surname: Goddard.

GOFF OF CHIEVELEY

GOLDIE

GOLDING

GOLDSMITH

GOODHART

GOODLAD

GORDON OF STRATHBLANE
GORELL

GORMANSTON

GOSCHEN

GOSFORD
See WORLINGHAM.

GOUDE
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Mary Teresa Baroness Goudie. Surname: Goudie.

GOUGH

GOULD OF POTTERNEWTON

GOWRIE
GRABINER

GRADE OF YARMOUTH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Michael Ian Lord Grade of Yarmouth. Surname: Grade.

GRAFTON

GRAHAM OF EDMONTON

GRANARD

GRANTCHESTER

GRANTLEY

GRAY
GREAVES

GREEN OF DEDDINGTON

GREEN OF HURSTPIERPOINT

GREENFIELD

GREENGROSS

GREENWAY

GRENDER
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Rosalind Mary Baroness Grender. Surname: Grender.

GRENFELL
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, sitting in the House of Lords by virtue of a life barony in the same Peerage: Julian Pascoe Francis St. Leger Lord Grenfell (Lord Grenfell of Kilvey). Surname: Grenfell.
GRETTON

GREY OF CODNOR

GREY-THOMPSON

GRIDLEY

GRIFFITHS OF BURRY PORT

GRIFFITHS OF FFORESTFACH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Brian Lord Griffiths of Fforestfach. Surname: Griffiths.

GRIMSTON OF WESTBURY

GRIMTHORPE
GRINSTEAD

GROCOTT

GUILFORD

GUTHRIE OF CRAIGIEBANK

HABGOOD
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Stapylton Lord Habgood. Surname: Habgood.

HACKING

HADDINGTON

HADEN-GUEST
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Lord Haden-Guest. Surname: Haden Guest.
HAGUE OF RICHMOND

HAIG

HAILSHAM
Hereditary Viscount in the Peerage of the United Kingdom sitting in the House of Lords by virtue of a life barony on the same Peerage: Douglas Martin Viscount Hailsham (Baron Hailsham of Kettlethorpe; also entered on the Roll in the hereditary title of Baron Hailsham in the Peerage of the United Kingdom). Surname: Hogg.

HAIN

HALE OF RICHMOND

HALIFAX

HALL OF BIRKENHEAD

HAMBLEDEN
HAMEED
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Khalid Lord Hameed.
Surname: Hameed.

HAMILTON AND BRANDON

HAMILTON OF DALZELL

HAMILTON OF EPSOM

HAMPDEN

HAMPTON

HAMWEE

HANHAM
HANKEY

HANNAY OF CHISWICK

HANNINGFIELD

HANWORTH

HARBERTON

HARDIE

HARDING OF PETHERTON

HARDING OF WINSCOMBE
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Diana Mary Baroness Harding of Winscombe. Surname: Harding.
HARDINGE

HARDINGE OF PENSHURST

HARDWICKE

HARE
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom (hereditary peer among the 92 sitting in the House of Lords under the House of Lords Act 1999): Francis Michael Lord Hare (customarily styled by superior title Earl of Listowel). Surname: Hare.

HARLECH

HARMSWORTH

HARRIES OF PENTREGARTH

HARRINGTON
HARRIS OF HARINGEY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jonathan Toby Lord Harris of Haringey. Surname: Harris.

HARRIS OF PECKHAM
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Philip Charles Lord Harris of Peckham. Surname: Harris.

HARRIS OF RICHMOND
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Angela Felicity Baroness Harris of Richmond. Surname: Harris.

HARRISON

HARROWBY

HART OF CHILTON

HARTISMERE

HASKEL
HASKINS
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Robin Lord Haskins. Surname: Haskins.

HASTINGS OF SCARISBRICK

HATTERSLEY

HAUGHEY

HAWARDEN

HAWKE

HAWORTH

HAY OF BALLYORE
HAYMAN

HAYTER

HAYTER OF KENTISH TOWN

HAYWARD

HEAD

HEALY OF PRIMROSE HILL
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Anna Mary Baroness Healy of Primrose Hill. Surname: Healy.

HELIC

HEMINGFORD
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Dennis Nicholas Lord Hemingford. Surname: Herbert.
HEMPHILL

HENIG

HENLEY
See NORTHINGTON.

HENNESSY OF NYMPSFIELD

HENNIKER
See HARTISMERE.

HERBERT

HEREFORD

HERTFORD

HESELTINE
HESKETH

HEYHOE FLINT

HEYTESBURY
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James William Lord Heytesbury. Surname: Holmes à Court.

HIGGINS

HILL

HILL OF OAREFORD

HILTON OF EGGARDON

HINDLIP
HIVES

HODGSON OF ABINGER

HODGSON OF ASTLEY ABBOTTS

HOFFMANN

HOGG

HOLLENDEN

HOLLICK

HOLLINS
HOLLIS OF HEIGHAM

HOLMES OF RICHMOND
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Lord Holmes of Richmond. Surname: Holmes.

HOLMPATRICK

HOME
See DOUGLAS.

HOOD

HOOPER
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Gloria Dorothy Baroness Hooper. Surname: Hooper.

HOPE OF CRAIGHEAD

HOPE OF THORNES
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Michael Lord Hope of Thornes. Surname: Hope.
**HORAM**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Rhodes Lord Horam. Surname: Horam.

**HOTHAM**

**HOTHFIELD**

**HOWARD DE WALDEN**

**HOWARD OF LYMPNE**

**HOWARD OF RISING**

**HOWARTH OF BRECKLAND**

**HOWARTH OF NEWPORT**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Alan Thomas Lord Howarth of Newport. Surname: Howarth.
HOWE
Hereditary Earl in the Peerage of the United Kingdom (hereditary peer among the 92 sitting in the House of Lords under the House of Lords Act 1999):
Frederick Richard Penn Earl Howe. Surname: Curzon.

HOWE OF IDLICOTE

HOWELL OF GUILDFORD

HOWELLS OF ST. DAVIDS

HOWIE OF TROON

HOYLE

HUGHES OF STRETFORD

HUGHES OF WOODSIDE
HUMPHREYS
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christine Mary Baroness Humphreys. Surname: Humphreys.

HUNT OF CHESTERTON

HUNT OF KINGS HEATH

HUNT OF WIRRAL
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David James Fletcher Lord Hunt of Wirral. Surname: Hunt.

HUNTINGDON

HUNTLY

HURD OF WESTWELL

HUSSAIN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Qurban Lord Hussain. Surname: Hussain.
HUSSEIN-ECE

HUTCHINSON

HUTCHINSON OF LULLINGTON

HUTTON

HUTTON OF FURNESS

HYLTON
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom (hereditary peer among the 92 sitting in the House of Lords under the House of Lords Act 1999): Raymond Hervey Lord Hylton. Surname: Jolliffe.

IDDESLEY

ILIFFE
IMBERT

INCHCAPE

INCHIQUIN

INCHYRA

INGE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Peter Anthony Lord Inge. Surname: Inge.

INGLEWOOD

IRONSIDE

IRVINE OF LAIRG
IVEAGH

JAMES OF BLACKHEATH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Noel Lord James of Blackheath. Surname: James.

JANKE

JANVRIN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Robin Berry Lord Janvrin. Surname: Janvrin.

JAY OF EWELME

JAY OF PADDINGTON

JEFFREYS
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Henry Lord Jeffreys. Surname: Jeffreys.

JELLICOE
JENKIN OF KENNINGTON

JERSEY

JOFFE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Joel Goodman Lord Joffe. Surname: Joffe.

JOICEY
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James Michael Lord Joicey. Surname: Joicey.

JOLLY
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Judith Anne Baroness Jolly. Surname: Jolly.

JONES

JONES OF BIRMINGHAM
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Digby Marritt Lord Jones of Birmingham. Surname: Jones.

JONES OF CHELTENHAM
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Nigel David Lord Jones of Cheltenham. Surname: Jones.
JONES OF MOULSECOOMB
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jennifer Helen Baroness Jones of Moulsecoomb. Surname: Jones.

JONES OF WHITCHURCH
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Margaret Beryl Baroness Jones of Whitchurch. Surname: Jones.

JOPLING

JORDAN

JOWELL

JUDD
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Frank Ashcroft Lord Judd. Surname: Judd.

KAKKAR
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Ajay Kumar Lord Kakkar. Surname: Kakkar.

KALMS
KEEN OF ELIE

KEMSLEY

KENILWORTH

KENNEDY OF CRADLEY

KENNEDY OF SOUTHWARK

KENNEDY OF THE SHAWS

KENNET

KENSINGTON
KENYON

KERR OF KINLOCHARD

KERR OF TONAGHMORE

KERSHAW

KERSLAKE

KESTENBAUM
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jonathan Andrew Lord Kestenbaum. Surname: Kestenbaum.

KIDRON

KILBRACKEN
KILCLOONEY

KILLANIN

KILLEARN

KILMAINE

KILMARNOCK

KILMOREY

KIMBERLEY

KINDERSLEY
KING OF BOW
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Oona Tamsyn Baroness King of Bow. Surname: King.

KING OF BRIDGWATER
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Thomas Jeremy Lord King of Bridgwater. Surname: King.

KING OF LOTHBURY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Mervyn Allister Lord King of Lothbury. Surname: King.

KINGSMILL
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Denise Patricia Byrne Baroness Kingsmill. Surname: Kingsmill.

KINLOSS

KINNOCK

KINNOCK OF HOLYHEAD

KINNOULL
KINROSS
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Patrick Lord Kinross. Surname: Balfour.

KINTORE

KIRKHAM
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Graham Lord Kirkham. Surname: Kirkham.

KIRKHILL
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Farquharson Lord Kirkhill. Surname: Smith.

KIRKHOPE OF HARROGATE

KIRKWOOD

KIRKWOOD OF KIRKHOPE

KNIGHT OF COLLINGTREE
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Joan Christabel Jill Baroness Knight of Collingtree. Surname: Knight.
KNIGHT OF WEYMOUTH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James Philip Lord Knight of Weymouth. Surname: Knight.

KNOLLYS

KNUTSFORD

KRAMER

KREBS

LAIDLAW

LAIRD
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Dunn Lord Laird. Surname: Laird.

LAMING
**LAMONT OF LERWICK**

**LANE-FOX OF SOHO**
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Martha Baroness Lane-Fox of Soho. Surname: Lane Fox.

**LANG OF MONKTON**

**LANGFORD**

**LANSDOWNE**

**LANSLEY**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Andrew David Lord Lansley. Surname: Lansley.

**LATHAM**

**LATYMER**
Lauderdale


Lawrence

Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David John Downer Lord Lawrence. Surname: Lawrence.

Lawrence of Clarendon


Lawson of Blaby


Layard

Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Peter Richard Grenville Lord Layard. Surname: Layard.

Layton


Lea of Crondall


Leathers

Hereditary Viscount in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Graeme Viscount Leathers. Surname: Leathers.
LECONFIELD AND EGREMONT

LEE OF TRAFFORD

LEICESTER

LEIGH OF HURLEY

LEINSTER

LEITCH

LENNIE

LESTER OF HERNE HILL
LEVENE OF PORTSOKEN

LEVY

LEWIS OF NEWNHAM
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jack Lord Lewis of Newnham. Surname: Lewis.

LEXDEN

LICHFIELD

LIDDELL OF COATDYKE

LIDDLE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Roger John Lord Liddle. Surname: Liddle.

LIMERICK
See FOXFORD.
LINDSAY

LINDSAY OF BIRKER
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James Francis Lord Lindsay of Birker. Surname: Lindsay.

LINDSEY AND ABINGDON

LINGFIELD

LINKLATER OF BUTTERSTONE

LINLITHGOW

LIPSEY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Lawrence Lord Lipsey. Surname: Lipsey.

LISBURNE
Hereditary Earl in the Peerage of Ireland: David John Francis Malet Earl of Lisburne. Surname: Vaughan.
LISTER OF BURTERSETT

LISTOWEL
See HARE.

LISVANE

LIVERMORE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Spencer Elliot Lord Livermore. Surname: Livermore.

LIVERPOOL

LIVINGSTON OF PARKHEAD

LLEWELLYN OF STEEP

LLOYD OF BERWICK
LLOYD-GEORGE OF DWYFOR

LLOYD-WEBBER
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Andrew Lord Lloyd-Webber. Surname: Lloyd Webber.

LOCKWOOD
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Betty Baroness Lockwood. Surname: Hall.

LONDESBOROUGH

LONG

LONSDALE

LOOMBA

LOTHIAN
LOUDOUN

LOVAT

LOVELACE

LOW OF DALSTON

LUCAN
Hereditary Earl in the Peerage of Ireland: George Charles Earl of Lucan (also on the Roll in the hereditary title of Baron Bingham in the Peerage of the United Kingdom). Surname: Bingham.

LUCAS

LUCE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Richard Napier Lord Luce. Surname: Luce.

LUDFORD
LUKE

LUPTON

LYELL

LYTTON

MACANDREW

MACCLESFIELD

MACDONALD OF RIVER GLAVEN

MACDONALD OF TRADESTON
MACFARLANE OF BEARSDEN

MACGREGOR OF PULHAM MARKET

MACKAY OF CLASHFERN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James Peter Hymers Lord Mackay of Clashfern. Surname: Mackay.

MACKAY OF DRUMADOON
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Donald Sage Lord Mackay of Drumadoon. Surname: Mackay.

MACKENZIE OF CULKEIN

MACKENZIE OF FRAMWELLGATE

MACKINTOSH OF HALIFAX

MACLAURIN OF KNEBWORTH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Ian Charter Lord MacLaurin of Knebworth. Surname: MacLaurin.
MACLAY

MACLENNAN OF ROGART

MACPHERSON OF EARL’S COURT
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Nicholas Ian Lord Macpherson of Earl’s Court. Surname: Macpherson.

MADDOCK
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Diana Margaret Baroness Maddock. Surname: Maddock.

MAGAN OF CASTLETOWN

MAGINNIS OF DRUMGLASS

MAIR

MALLALIEU
MALLOCH-BROWN

MANCE

MANCROFT

MANDELSON
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Peter Benjamin Lord Mandelson. Surname: Mandelson.

MANNERS

MANNINGHAM-BULLER
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Elizabeth Lydia Baroness Manningham-Buller. Surname: Manningham-Buller.

MANSFIELD

MANZOOR
MAR


MAR & KELLIE


MARCHWOOD


MARGADALE


MARGESSON


MARKS OF BROUGHTON


MARKS OF HENLEY-ON-THAMES


MARLAND

MARLBOROUGH

MARLESFORD

MARTIN OF SPRINGBURN

MARTONMERE

MASHAM OF ILTON

MASSEREENE AND FERRARD
See ORIEL.

MASSEY OF DARWEN

MAUDE OF HORSHAM
MAWHINNEY

MAWSON
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Andrew Lord Mawson. Surname: Mawson.

MAXTON

MAY OF OXFORD

MAYHEW OF TWYSDEN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Patrick Barnabas Burke Lord Mayhew of Twysden. Surname: Mayhew.

MCAVOY

MCCLUSKEY

MCCOLL OF DULWICH
**MCCONNELL OF GLENSCORRODALE**

**MCDONAGH**
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Margaret Josephine Baroness McDonagh. Surname: McDonagh.

**MCFALL OF ALCLUITH**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Francis Lord McFall of Alcluith. Surname: McFall.

**MCGREGOR-SMITH**

**MCINNES OF KILWINNING**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Mark Lord McInnes of Kilwinning. Surname: McInnes.

**MCINTOSH OF HUDNALL**
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Genista Mary Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall. Surname: McIntosh.

**MCINTOSH OF PICKERING**
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Anne Caroline Ballingall Baroness McIntosh of Pickering. Surname: McIntosh.

**MCKENZIE OF LUTON**
MCNAIR

MCNALLY

MEACHER

MEATH
See CHAWORTH.

MELCHETT

MELVILLE

MENDELSOHN

MEREWORTH
MESTON

MIDDLETON

MIDLETON
See BRODRICK.

MILFORD

MILFORD HAVEN
Hereditary Marquess in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: George Ivar Louis Marquess of Milford Haven. Surname: Mountbatten.

MILLER OF CHILTHORNE DOMER

MILLETT

MILLS
MILNER OF LEEDS

MILVERTON

MINTO

MITCHELL

MOBARIK

MOGG
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Frederick Lord Mogg. Surname: Mogg.

MONCKTON OF BRENCHLEY

MONE
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Michelle Georgina Baroness Mone. Surname: Mone.
**MONK BRETTON**

**MONKS**

**MONKSWELL**

**MONSON**

**MONTGOMERY OF ALAMEIN**

**MONTROSE**

**MOONIE**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Lewis George Lord Moonie. Surname: Moonie.

**MOORE**
MOORE OF LOWER MARSH

MORAN

MORGAN

MORGAN OF DREFELIN

MORGAN OF ELY

MORGAN OF HUYTON

MORLEY

MORRIS
MORRIS OF ABERAVON

MORRIS OF BOLTON

MORRIS OF HANDSWORTH

MORRIS OF KENWOOD

MORRIS OF YARDLEY

MORROW
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Maurice George Lord Morrow. Surname: Morrow.

MORTON

MOSTYN
MOUNT EDGCUMBE

MOUNTBATTEN OF BURMA

MOUNTEVANS

MOUNTGARRET

MOWBRAY SEGRAVE AND STOURTON

MOYNE

MOYNIHAN

MURPHY
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Elaine Baroness Murphy. Surname: Murphy.
MURPHY OF TORFAEN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Paul Peter Lord Murphy of Torfaen. Surname: Murphy.

MYNERS

NAPIER AND ETTRICK

NAPIER OF MAGDALA

NASEBY

NASH

NATHAN

NELSON
NELSON OF STAFFORD

NETHERTHORPE
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James Frederick Lord Netherthorpe. Surname: Turner.

NEUBERGER

NEUBERGER OF ABBOTSBURY

NEVILLE-JONES

NEVILLE-ROLFE

NEWALL

NEWBOROUGH
NEWBY

NEWLOVE
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Helen Margaret Baroness Newlove. Surname: Newlove.

NEWTON

NICHOLLS OF BIRKENHEAD
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Donald James Lord Nicholls of Birkenhead. Surname: Nicholls.

NICHOLSON OF WINTERBOURNE

NICKSON
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Wigley Lord Nickson. Surname: Nickson.

NICOL

NOAKES
NOEL-BUXTON

NORFOLK

NORMANBY

NORMANTON
See SOMERTON.

NORRIE

NORTHAMPTON

NORTHBOURNE

NORTHBOURNE
NORTHESK

NORTHINGTON

NORTHOVER
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Lindsay Patricia Baroness Northover. Surname: Granshaw.

NORTHUMBERLAND

NORTON

NORTON OF LOUTH

NORWICH

NUNBURNHOLME
NYE

OAKESHOTT OF SEAGROVE BAY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Matthew Alan Lord Oakeshott of Seagrove Bay. Surname: Oakeshott.

OATES

O'CATHAIN

OGMORE

O'HAGAN

O'LOAN
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Nuala Patricia Baroness O'Loan. Surname: O'Loan.

O'NEILL
O’NEILL OF BENGARVE

O’NEILL OF CLACKMANNAN

O’NEILL OF GATLEY

ONSLOW

OPPENHEIM-BARNES

ORANMORE AND BROWNE
See MEREWORTH.

ORIEL

O’SHAUGHNESSY
**OUSELEY**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Herman George Lord Ouseley. Surname: Ouseley.

**OWEN**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Anthony Llewellyn Lord Owen. Surname: Owen.

**OXBURGH**

**OXENFOORD**

**OXFORD AND ASQUITH**

**OXFUIRD**

**PADDICK**

**PAISLEY OF ST GEORGE'S**
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Eileen Emily Baroness Paisley of St George’s. Surname: Paisley.
PALMER

PALMER OF CHILDS HILL

PALUMBO

PALUMBO OF SOUTHWARK

PANNICK

PAREKH

PARKINSON

PARMINTER
PARMOOR

PATEL

PATEL OF BLACKBURN

PATEL OF BRADFORD

PATTEN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Haggitt Charles Lord Patten. Surname: Patten.

PATTEN OF BARNES
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Francis Lord Patten of Barnes. Surname: Patten.

PAUL

PEARSON OF RANNOCH
PEEL

PEMBROKE & MONTGOMERY

PENDER
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Willoughby Lord Pender. Surname: Denison-Pender.

PENDRY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Thomas Lord Pendry. Surname: Pendry.

PENRHYN

PERRY OF SOUTHWARK

PETRE

PHILLIMORE
PHILLIPS OF SUDBURY

PHILLIPS OF WORTH MATRAVERS

PIDDING

PINNOCK

PITKEATHLEY

PLANT OF HIGHFIELD

PLUMB

PLUNKET
PLYMOUTH

POLAK

POLTIMORE

POLWARTH

PONSONBY OF SHULBREDE
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, sitting in the House of Lords by virtue of a life barony in the same Peerage: Frederick Matthew Thomas Lord Ponsonby of Shulbrede (Lord Ponsonby of Roehampton). Surname: Ponsonby.

POOLE
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Charles Lord Poole. Surname: Poole.

POPAT

PORTARLINGTON
PORTER OF SPALDING

PORTLAND

PORTMAN

PORTSMOUTH

POWELL OF BAYSWATER

POWERSCOURT

POWIS

PRASHAR
**PRESCOTT**

**PRIMAROLO**

**PRIOR OF BRAMPTON**

**PROSSER**
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Margaret Theresa Baroness Prosser. Surname: Prosser.

**PRYS-DAVIES**

**PURVIS OF TWEED**

**PUTTNAM**

**QUEENSBERRY**
QUIN
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Joyce Gwendolen Baroness Quin. Surname: Quin.

QUIRK

RADICE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Giles Heneage Lord Radice. Surname: Radice.

RADNOR

RAMSAY OF CARTVALE

RAMSBOTHAM

RANA
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Diljit Singh Lord Rana. Surname: Rana.

RANDERSON
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jennifer Elizabeth Baroness Randerson. Surname: Randerson.
RANFURLY

RATHCAVAN

RATHCREEDAN

RAVENSDALE

RAWLINGS

RAYLEIGH

RAZZALL

REA
READING

REAY

REBUCK

REDESDALE
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, sitting in the House of Lords by virtue of a life barony in the same Peerage: Rupert Bertram Lord Redesdale (Lord Mitford). Surname: Mitford.

REDFERN
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Elizabeth Marie Baroness Redfern. Surname: Redfern.

REES OF LUDLOW

REID OF CARDOWAN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Lord Reid of Cardowan. Surname: Reid.

REMNANT
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James Wogan Lord Remnant. Surname: Remnant.
RENFREW OF KAIMSTHORN

RENNARD
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher John Lord Rennard. Surname: Rennard.

RENTON OF MOUNT HARRY

RENWICK

RENWICK OF CLIFTON

REVELSTOKE

RIBEIRO

RICHARD
RICHARDS OF HERSTMONCEUX

RICHARDSON OF CALOW
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Kathleen Margaret Baroness Richardson of Calow. Surname: Richardson.

RICHMOND, LENNOX AND GORDON

RICKETTS

RIDLEY

RISBY

ROBATHAN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Andrew Robert George Lord Robathan. Surname: Robathan.

ROBERTS OF LLANDUDNO
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Roger Lord Roberts of Llandudno. Surname: Roberts.
ROBERTSON OF OAKRIDGE

ROBERTSON OF PORT ELLEN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: George Islay MacNeill Lord Robertson of Port Ellen. Surname: Robertson.

ROBOROUGH

ROCHESTER

ROCK
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Kate Harriet Alexandra Baroness Rock. Surname: Rock.

ROCKLEY

RODEN

RODGERS OF QUARRY BANK
ROGAN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Dennis Robert David Lord Rogan. Surname: Rogan.

ROGERS OF RIVERSIDE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Richard George Lord Rogers of Riverside. Surname: Rogers.

ROLLO
See DUNNING.

ROMNEY

ROOKER
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jeffrey William Lord Rooker. Surname: Rooker.

ROPER
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Francis Hodgess Lord Roper. Surname: Roper.

ROSE OF MONEWDEN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Stuart Alan Ransom Lord Rose of Monewden. Surname: Rose.

ROSEBERY
ROSSER
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Richard Andrew Lord Rosser. Surname: Rosser.

ROSSLYN

ROSSMORE

ROthermere

ROtherwick

ROThes

RoT HochSchild

ROWALLAN
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Polson Cameron Lord Rowallan. Surname: Corbett.
**ROWE-BEDDOE**
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Sydney Lord Rowe-Beddoe. Surname: Rowe-Beddoe.

**ROWLANDS**

**ROXBURGHE**

**ROYALL OF BLAISDON**
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Janet Anne Baroness Royall of Blaisdon. Surname: Royall.

**RUGBY**

**RUNCIMAN OF DOXFORD**

**RUSSELL**

**RUSSELL OF LIVERPOOL**
RUTLAND


RYDER OF WENSUM

Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Richard Andrew Lord Ryder of Wensum. Surname: Ryder.

SAATCHI


SACKS


SAINSBURY OF PRESTON CANDOVER


SAINSBURY OF TURVILLE


SAINT ALBANS


SAINT LEVAN

Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James Piers Southwell Lord Saint Levan. Surname: St Aubyn.
SAINT OSWALD

Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Charles Rowland Andrew Lord Saint Oswald. Surname: Winn.

SALISBURY


SALTERSFORD


SALTOUN OF ABERNETHY


SANDBERG


SANDERSON OF BOWDEN


SANDWICH

SASSOON

SAVILLE

SAVILLE OF NEWDIGATE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Mark Oliver Lord Saville of Newdigate. Surname: Saville.

SAWYER
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Lawrence Lord Sawyer. Surname: Sawyer.

SAYE AND SELE

SCARBROUGH

SCOTLAND OF ASTHAL
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Patricia Janet Baroness Scotland of Asthal. Surname: Scotland:

SCOTT OF BYBROOK
SCOTT OF FOSCOTE

SCOTT OF NEEDHAM MARKET

SCRIVEN

SEAFIELD
Hereditary Earl in the Peerage of Scotland: Ian Derek Francis Earl of Seafield. Surname: Ogilvie-Grant.

SEAFORD

SECCOMBE

SELBORNE

SELKIRK OF DOUGLAS
SELSDON

SEMPILL

SEWEL

SHACKLETON OF BELGRAVIA

SHAFTESBURY

SHARKEY

SHARMAN

SHARP OF GUILDFORD
SHARPLES

SHAUGHNESSY

SHAW OF NORTHEAD

SHEEHAN

SHEIKH

SHELDON

SHEPHARD OF NORTHWOLD
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Gillian Patricia Baroness Shephard of Northwold. Surname: Shephard.

SHEPHERD
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Graeme George Lord Shepherd. Surname: Shepherd.
SHERBOURNE OF DIDSBURY

SHERLOCK

SHIELDS
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Joanna Baroness Shields. Surname: Shields.

SHINKWIN

SHIPLEY

SHREWSBURY

SHUTTLEWORTH
SILSOE

SIMON

SIMON OF HIGHBURY

SIMPSON OF DUNKELD

SINGH OF WIMBLEDON

SKELMERSDALE

SKIDELSKY

SLIM
SMITH OF BASILDON

SMITH OF CLIFTON

SMITH OF FINSBURY
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Robert Lord Smith of Finsbury. Surname: Smith.

SMITH OF GILMOREHILL
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Elizabeth Margaret Baroness Smith of Gilmorehill. Surname: Smith.

SMITH OF HINDHEAD

SMITH OF KELVIN

SMITH OF LEIGH

SMITH OF NEWNHAM
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Julie Elizabeth Baroness Smith of Newnham. Surname: Smith.
SNAPE

SNOWDON

SOLEY

SOMERLEYTON

SOMERS

SOMERSET

SOMERTON

SOULBURY
**SOULSBY OF SWAFFHAM PRIOR**

**SOUTHAMPTON**

**SOUTHWELL**

**SPENCER**

**SPENS**

**SPICER**

**ST. DAVIDS**

**ST. GERMANS**
ST. HELENS

ST. ALDWYN
Hereditary Earl in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Michael Henry Earl St.Aldwyn. Surname: Hicks Beach.

ST. JOHN OF BLETSO

STAFFORD

STAIR
See OXENFOORD.

STAMP

STANLEY OF ALDERLEY

STANSGATE
STEDMAN-SCOTT

STEEL OF AIKWOOD
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Martin Scott Lord Steel of Aikwood. Surname: Steel.

STERLING OF PLAISTOW
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Jeffrey Maurice Lord Sterling of Plaistow. Surname: Sterling.

STERN

STERN OF BRENTFORD

STEVENS OF KIRKWHHELPINGTON

STEVENS OF LUDGATE

STEVENSON OF BALMACARA
STEVenson of Coddenham

Stewartby

Steyn

Stirrup

Stockton

Stoddart of Swindon

Stone of Blackheath

Stoneham of Droxford
STOWELL OF BEESTON

STRADBROKE

STRAFFORD

STRANGE

STRASBURGER

STRATHALMOND

STRATHCARRON

STRATHCLYDE
STRATHCONA AND MOUNT ROYAL

STRATHEDEN AND CAMPBELL
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Anthony Lord Stratheden and Campbell. Surname: Campbell.

STRATHMORE AND KINGHORNE

STRATHSPEY
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: James Patrick Trevor Lord Strathspey. Surname: Grant.

STROUD

STUNELL

SUDELEY

SUDLEY
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom (hereditary peer among the 92 sitting in the House of Lords under the House of Lords Act 1999): Arthur

**SUFFIELD**


**SUFFOLK AND BERKSHIRE**


**SUGAR**


**SUGG**


**SURI**

Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Ranbir Singh Lord Suri. Surname: Suri.

**SUTHERLAND**


**SUTHERLAND**

Hereditary Countess in the Peerage of Scotland: Elizabeth Millicent Countess of Sutherland. Surname: Sutherland.

**SUTHERLAND OF HOUNDWOOD**

Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Stewart Ross Lord Sutherland of Houndwood. Surname: Sutherland.
SUTTIE

SWANSEA

SWAYTHLING

SWINFEN

SWINTON

SYMONS OF VERNHAM DEAN
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Elizabeth Conway Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean. Surname: Bassett.

TALBOT OF MALAHIDE

TANLAW
TAVERNE

TAYLOR OF BOLTON

TAYLOR OF GOSS MOOR

TAYLOR OF HOLBEACH
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Derek Lord Taylor of Holbeach. Surname: Taylor.

TAYLOR OF WARWICK

TEBBIT

TEMPLE OF STOWE

TEMPLE-MORRIS
TENBY

TERRINGTON
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Lord Terrington. Surname: Woodhouse.

TEVERSON

TEVIOT

TEYNHAM

THOMAS OF CWMGIEDD

THOMAS OF GRESFORD
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Donald Martin Lord Thomas of Gresford. Surname: Thomas.

THOMAS OF MACCLESFIELD
THOMAS OF SWYNNERTON

THOMAS OF WALLISWOOD

THOMAS OF WINCHESTER

THORNHILL
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Dorothy Baroness Thornhill. Surname: Thornhill.

THORNTON

THURLOW

THURSO

TOLLEMACHE
TOMBS

TOMLINSON

TONGE

TOPE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Graham Norman Lord Tope. Surname: Tope.

TORDOFF

TORPHICHEN

TORRINGTON

TOUHIG
TOWNSHEND

TREES

TREFGARNE

TRENCHARD

TREVETHIN AND OAKSEY

TREVOR

TRIESMAN
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Maxim Lord Triesman. Surname: Triesman.

TRIMBLE
TRUE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Nicholas Edward Lord True.  
Surname: True.

TRUMPINGTON

TRUSCOTT
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Peter Derek Lord Truscott.  
Surname: Truscott.

TRYON

TUGENDHAT
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Christopher Samuel Lord Tugendhat. Surname: Tugendhat.

TUNNICLIFFE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Denis Lord Tunnicliffe.  
Surname: Tunnicliffe.

TURNBERG
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Leslie Arnold Lord Turnberg.  
Surname: Turnberg.

TURNBULL
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Andrew Lord Turnbull.  
Surname: Turnbull.
**TURNER OF CAMDEN**


**TURNER OF ECCHINSWELL**


**TWEEDDALE**


**TYLER**

Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Paul Archer Lord Tyler. Surname: Tyler.

**TYLER OF ENFIELD**


**UDDIN**


**ULLSWATER**


**VADERA**

VALENTINE

VALLANCE OF TUMMEL

VAUX OF HARROWDEN

VENTRY
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of Ireland: Andrew Wesley Lord Ventry. Surname: Daubeny de Moleyns.

VERE OF NORBITON
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Charlotte Sarah Emily Baroness Vere of Norbiton. Surname: Vere of Norbiton.

VERJEE

VERMA

VERNON
VERULAM

VESTEY

VINCENT OF COLESHILL

VINSON

VIVIAN

WADDINGTON

WADE OF CHORLTON

WAKEHAM
WAKEHURST
Hereditary Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: John Christopher Lord Wakehurst. Surname: Loder.

WALDEGRAVE

WALDEGRAVE OF NORTH HILL

WALKER OF GESTINGTHORPE

WALL OF NEW BARNET
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Margaret Mary Baroness Wall of New Barnet. Surname: Wall.

WALLACE OF SALTAIRE

WALLACE OF TANKERNESS

WALMSLEY
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Joan Margaret Baroness Walmsley. Surname: Walmsley.
WALPOLE

WALSINGHAM

WARDINGTON

WARNER

WARNOCK

WARI

WARWICK OF UNDERCLIFFE

WASSERMAN
WATERPARK

WATKINS OF TAVISTOCK

WATSON OF INVERGOWRIE

WATSON OF RICHMOND

WATTS

WAVERLEY

WEDGWOOD

WEI
WEIR

WELLINGTON

WEMYSS AND MARCH

WEST OF SPITHEAD

WESTMEATH

WESTMINSTER

WESTMORLAND

WHARTON
WHEATCROFT

WHEELER

WHITAKER

WHITBY

WHITTY

WIGLEY

WIGRAM

WILCOX
WILKINS
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Rosalie Catherine Baroness Wilkins. Surname: Wilkins.

WILLETTS
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Lindsay Lord Willetts. Surname: Willetts.

WILLIAMS OF BAGLAN

WILLIAMS OF CROSBY

WILLIAMS OF ELVEL

WILLIAMS OF OYSTERMOUTH

WILLIAMS OF TRAFFORD
Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Susan Frances Maria Baroness Williams of Trafford. Surname: Trafford.

WILLIS OF KNARESBOROUGH
WILLOUGHBY DE BROKE

WILLOUGHBY DE ERESBY

WILLS

WILSON OF DINTON

WILSON OF TILLYORN

WIMBORNE

WINCHESTER

WINCHILSEA AND NOTTINGHAM
WINDLESHAM

WINSTON

WISE

WOLF OF DULWICH

WOLFSON OF ASPLEY GUISE

WOLFSON OF SUNNINGDALE
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Lord Wolfson of Sunningdale. Surname: Wolfson.

WOOD OF ANFIELD

WOOLF
WOOLMER OF LEEDS

WOOLTON

WORLINGHAM

WORTHINGTON

WRENBURY

WRIGGLESWORTH

WRIGHT OF RICHMOND
Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Patrick Richard Henry Lord Wright of Richmond. Surname: Wright.

WROTTESLEY
WYNFORD


YARBOROUGH


YOUNG OF COOKHAM

Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: George Samuel Knatchbull Lord Young of Cookham. Surname: Young.

YOUNG OF GRAFFHAM

Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: David Ivor Lord Young of Graffham. Surname: Young.

YOUNG OF HORNSEY

Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Margaret Omolola Baroness Young of Hornsey. Surname: Young.

YOUNG OF NORWOOD GREEN

Life Baron in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Anthony Ian Lord Young of Norwood Green. Surname: Young.

YOUNG OF OLD SCONÉ

Life Baroness in the Peerage of the United Kingdom: Barbara Scott Baroness Young of Old Scone. Surname: Young.

YOUNGER OF LECKIE

ZETLAND


ZOUCHE